
Abstract
A new chaotic communication scheme

using sliding-mode adaptive observer is presented.
Using synchronization in conjunction with digital
communication schemes, we have enhanced the
security of the transmitted signal and achieved a
satisfactory, typical, secure communication
scheme.  The proposed system requires only one
observer, which is an advantage over some of
related work in this area.  The simulation results
demonstrates the feasibility of this scheme.

1.  Introduction

There has been significant interest in using
chaotic dynamics to realize secure
communications.  There are several features in
chaotic signals, which make them attractive for use
in communication systems.  Chaotic dynamics
with their noise-like broadband power spectra is a
good candidate to fight narrow-band effects such
as frequency-selective fading or narrow-band
disturbances in communication systems.  Another
attractive feature of chaotic signals is their
dependence on initial condition, which makes it
difficult to guess the structure of the generator and
to predict the signals over longer time interval.
This feature is of interest in cryptography, where
highly complex and hard-to-predict signals are
employed.  Moreover, chaotic signals are aperiodic
and have a vanishing autocorrelation function,
which makes the signals produced by different

generators or even by the same generator with
different initial conditions to be uncorrelated.  This
aspect is important in multi-user communication
applications.  Most of the work in this area has
been focused on synchronization of chaotic
systems to recover the information signals [1]-[9].
Other methods include, controlling chaotic systems
to follow a desired waveform in which a message
is encoded [11], and making use of quick decay of
the correlation function for chaotic signals.  In a
typical chaotic synchronization communication
scheme the information to be transmitted is carried
from the transmitter to the receiver by a chaotic
signal through an analog channel.  The decoding of
the information signal in the receiver can be
carried out by means of either coherent
(synchronization) or non- coherent (without
synchronization) demodulation schemes [2],
[11]-[15].  Following these approaches, different
methods have been developed in order to mask the
contents of a message using chaotic signals.
Masking information with chaos is done to
improve the security of communication.  However,
chaotic dynamical systems exhibit regular
geometric structures, which are often far from
random when viewed in some suitable phase space.
So it is possible to reveal the hidden information
by recreating the geometric structure with some
prediction based methods [16]-[18], particularly
when the hidden signals are added to the chaotic
carrier at very low power, which is demanded for
sufficient masking and for the receiver to
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synchronize with the transmitter [16].  In addition,
it is possible to find some suitable return maps,
which allow the information to be extracted
[17]-[18].  These works indicate that using chaos,
as spread-spectrum carrier may be secure for
casual but not motivated observers.  Moreover, the
sensitivity of chaotic synchronization to external
noise may cause difficulties for the receiver as well
as any party intending to intercept the information
to recover the information accurately.  We should
point out that the proposed sliding-mode adaptive
observer is capable of handling disturbances, at the
chaos generator and channel levels.  Therefore, to
overcome the problem of unmasking the
information message  from the chaotic carrier,
different approaches for designing cryptosystems
based on chaos have been recently introduced [19],
[20].  In these schemes, both conventional
cryptographic method and synchronization of
chaotic systems are combined so that the level of
security of the transmitted chaotic signal is
enhanced.  In this paper, we present
application of sliding-mode adaptive observer for
state reconstruction of continuous-time nonlinear
systems with uncertainties in a chaotic
communication scheme.  The use of variable
structure techniques in state reconstruction of
nonlinear systems is shown in [22] to have some
advantages like allowing the presence of matched
uncertain elements in the model and convergence
speed over the other existing techniques like
feedback linearization [23]-[25], extended
linearization [26] and traditional Lyapunov-based  
techniques [27]-[30].  Still these type of observers
require the knowledge of a bounding function on
the uncertainty (the effect of incorrectly choosing
that bound is investigated in [28]) which will not
be needed in our approach due to a built in
adaptation mechanism in the filter.  The nonlinear
adaptive observer used in this paper is general
form of our previous work in this area [9].  The
proposed scheme uses a Lorenz chaos generator to
send binary data using chaos shift keying (CSK)
modulation and frequency-division multiplexing
(FDM).   The receiver consists of a FDM
demodulator and the sliding-mode adaptive
observer.  This paper is organized as follows:
section 2 introduces the chaotic system models and
sliding-mode adaptive observer estimation
algorithm.  Section 3 presents the detailed design
method of the proposed chaotic communication
scheme.  Section 4 contains the simulation results
for the proposed scheme.

2.  Sliding-mode adaptive observer

The utilized nonlinear observer is a
departure from the usual variable structure or
minimax observers [21]-[22] in which the
uncertain elements in the model are not assumed to
have known bounds and the problem is solved by
using estimates of these bounds which are
adaptively computed.  The utilized observer
provides an extra degree of robustness or
insensitivity, which is needed in chaotic systems
applications, as they are “super-sensitive” to
perturbations in initial conditions and parameters.
The effectiveness of this approach in chaotic
synchronization problems has been successfully
demonstrated in [9].  In this work, the observer
will use continuous nonlinear gains and we let the
model be to include waveform type disturbances
with unknown magnitude and arrival times and
with measurement uncertainties. 

2.1.  System Model and Observer Design

In order to present a more complete picture
of the design process, a brief discussion of system
model and observer design, based on our previous
work have been included.  For a more detailed
explanations and proof of the theorem, please refer
to [9].
Consider the nonlinear, nonautonomous system
model given below

(1)
$
x̃ (t) = Ãx̃(t) + f1(x̃) + f2(x̃, t) + B1d1(t)

And the nonlinear measurement equation
 (2)y(t) = C̃x̃(t) + g(x̃, t) + B2d2(t)

where  is the system state to be estimatedx̃ cRn

based on  the measurements of  .   and y cRp f1(x̃)
 represents the uncertainties in the systemf2(x̃, t)

dynamics that may include parameter
perturbations, external disturbances, unmodeled
dynamics, etc.  The vector function 

 represents the uncertainties ing : Rn %R+ dRp

measurement and  are known waveformd1(t), d2(t)
types (step, ramp, sinusoid, etc.) Disturbances are
in the spirit of [31], which may have unknown
magnitude and arrival times and that it may not be
possible to include these in  and g because theyf2

may suddenly assume large magnitude changes.  
In order to be able to take into the account the
effect of disturbances and change the measurement
equation to reflect the “normal” sliding-mode
observer design, problem formulation will be
adjusted by redefining the sate vector as



 (3)x(t) =

x̃(t)
y(t)

d1(t)
d2(t)

and adjoining the derivative of (2) together with
(3) and (4) to (1), we obtain

 (4)$x = Ax(t) + f1(x) + f2(x, t) + (t)
 (5)y(t) =Cx(t)

where

(6)A =

Ã 0 B1 0
C̃Ã 0 C̃B1 B2D2

0 0 D1 0
0 0 0 D2

, f1(x) =

f1(x̃)
C̃f1(x̃)

0
0

 f2(x, t) =

f2(x̃, t)
C̃f2(x̃, t) + $g (x̃, t)

0
0

, (t) =

0
B2 2(t)

1(t)
2(t)

(7)
 (8)C = 0 I 0 0

Due to space limitation, we will be only including
the equations for the observer and the adaptive
gain; details can be found in our previous work [9].
The following nonlinear observer will be used to
reconstruct the state from the measurement y(t):

(9)
$
x̂ (t) = Ax̂(t) + f1(x̂) +K (y(t) −Cx̂(t)) + S ( x̂(t), y(t))

where K is picked to render  a strictly HurwitzA0
matrix.  The nonlinear adaptive gain

S ( x̂(t), y(t)) =
P−1CT(y −C x̂)

i=0

N
ĉi(t) i(t, y)

æy −Cx̂æ −
$
h1 (t) h2

i=0

N
ĉi(t) i(t, y)

(10)
will be used to account for the uncertain part of
dynamics.  The term “ ” in−

$
h1 (t) h2

i=0

N
ĉi(t) i(t, y)

the denominator of S in (10) functions as a
time-varying boundary layer term.  For a detailed
explanation of ,  and  refer to [9].ci h1 h2

3.  Proposed Chaotic Communication
Systems

In this work, we propose a chaotic
communication scheme for digital data
transmissions.  Using synchronization, which
provides security in time domain, in conjunction
with digital communication schemes, which
provides security in frequency domain, we have
enhanced the security of the transmitted signal and
achieved a satisfactory, typical, secure
communication scheme.  We would like to
emphasize that the proposed approach is not based
on masking technique, which has been the focus of
several papers in regard to lack of security

[16]-[18].  Also, cryptanalyzing the proposed
model using such techniques as return maps [18]
would not be a serious threat, as this technique
requires that the 1’s and 0’s bits, in the original
message, are long enough (in time) for this
technique to give correct results.  This suggests
that the success of the return map is more
dependent on the message that is being sent than
the transmission technique that is being employed.

Sliding mode adaptive observer with its inherent
capability of accurate estimation even in the
presence of state disturbance and measurement
noise was employed in the proposed model.
Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of the
proposed communication scheme.  In this system,
chaotic carrier is generated by using a Lorenz
circuit, disturbances then added to the states and
passed to encrypter-transmitter block
(modulation-multiplexing unit).  Digital data and
states two and three are passed to modulation
block, where by using chaos shift keying they will
be modulated, and along with state one, they will
be passed to the multiplexing unit.  The output of
the modulator will be second state if the binary
data is one or the third state if the binary data is
zero.  The reason for this arraignment is that we
have setup our system so that we only observe the
first state.  Frequency-division multiplexing is then
being used in this system; we have found that
using multiplexing techniques the synchronization
process will be improved.  Channel noise, modeled
as white Gaussian, will be added to the signal,
which constitutes our measurement equation.  The
major part of the receiver unit consists of a
frequency-division multiplexing demodulator and
the adaptive sliding-mode observer.  The low pass
filter and bandwidth calculator is for improving the
decoding scheme.  The proposed system requires
only one observer, which is an advantage over
some of the state estimation works in this area,
which require two observers for correct recognition
of transmitted binary data [20].  

4.  Simulation Example

The Lorenz circuit is given by
$
x̃1
$
x̃2
$
x̃3

=
− 0
r −1 0
0 0 −b

x̃1

x̃2

x̃3

−
0

x̃1x̃3

x̃1x̃2

y = 1 0 0 x̃(t)
With the parameter set:

= 25.0010 ,b = 8.5642, r = 87.0050



 h1(t) =
1

t + 2
and h2(t) = 0.5

t +
with

1 = 0.1, 2 = 0.1, = 1
and initial conditions:

x̃1(0) = −1.0, x̃2(0) = 2.0, x̃3(0) = 3.0
^
x̃1 (0) = 1.0,

^
x̃2 (0) = 1.0,

^
x̃1 (0) = −3.0

A disturbance with unknown magnitude and arrival
times is added to the state and the augmented
system using (4)-(10) has been simulate using the
above initial conditions.  Figure 2 illustrates the
(encrypted) transmitted data.  Figure 3 illustrates
the original binary data.  Figure 4 shows the
decrypted data by using the estimate of the second
state.  Figure 5 presents the same data if using the
combination of LPF and bandwidth calculator
blocks, which are added for enhancement of output
data presentation.  As it can be seen from figure 2
the time domain representation of the transmitted
data does not reveal any information about the
data, neither does the frequency components of the
transmitted signal, (figures are not included due to
space limitation, but will be presented during the
conference).  These indicate that the proposed
scheme satisfies the typical secure communication
requirements.  Figures presenting the states and
their estimates, unknown disturbance, absolute
errors and frequency contents will be presented
during the conference.

Conclusion

A new chaotic communication scheme
using sliding-mode adaptive observer is presented.
From the initial simulation results, the performance
of the proposed system seems to be satisfactory for
typical secure communication applications.  Due to
the inherent capabilities of the adaptive observer,
the system is capable of handling external
disturbances as well as, typical, channel induced
noise.  We are also working on several other
communication schemes that will use Chen and
hyper-chaos for chaos generation in conjunction
with different data type, modulation, multiplexing
schemes, such as CDMA and spread spectrum,
which have shown to be more secure.  Although,
the sliding-mode adaptive can be substituted by
other nonlinear observers, such as extended
Kalman filter, our initial results indicates that
sliding mode produces the best results.  A
comparative study of several different observers
using the proposed technique will be published in
the future.
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Figure 1.  Proposed Secure Communication Scheme

Figure 2.  Encrypted data             Figure 3.  Actual data                            
                                                                                                                                                                 

Figure 4.  Decrypted data from the observer output                    Figure 5. Decrypted data from LPF


